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In Taoism, there is a saying: “Who is it that can make muddy water clear?  But if allowed 

to remain still, it will gradually become clear of itself.”  There’s another Taoist saying: “To the 

mind that is still, the world surrenders.”  In Islam, one of the Five Pillars is salah, the practice of 

praying toward Mecca five times per day.  When the call to prayer comes, you stop whatever you 

are doing, reorient yourself – literally – toward your faith and pause in prayer.  We all likely 

have at least a kernel’s worth of knowledge about the Jewish sabbath – the prayers, the candles, 

the food, the rest – but you may not know that part of the Midrash, the Jewish commentary on 

Scripture, describes the Sabbath like a bride and the faithful like a groom, waiting anxiously for 

her arrival.   

Those are religious rhythms.  And then there are natural rhythms.  We watch as 

deciduous trees drop their leaves under the influence of the shorter days of autumn, and grow 

leaves again during the lengthening days of spring.  The chambered nautilus forms a new 

chamber in its spiraled shell every lunar month.  Oysters open their shells when the moon is 

high.  Our world and our varied faith traditions know about the innate rhythms of life.  And we 

know how good we are at suppressing them.   

That’s why we see sign-posts testifying to this fact all around us.  The modern-day guru 

Brene Brown coined the phrase “anxiety as a way of life, and exhaustion as a status symbol” in 

tribute to our skill at suppressing our natural, God-given rhythms.  The marketing whiz, Seth 

Godin, blogged about his neighbors replacing their sidewalk and, in that mundane event, saw a 

call for us to relent.  “As usual,” he wrote, “the workman interrupted the unbroken swath of 

perfect concrete with lines every three feet.  What are the lines for?  Well, the ground shifts.  

When it does, perfect concrete cracks in unpredictable ways, often ruining the entire job.  When 

you put the breakpoints in on purpose, though, the concrete has a chance to absorb the shifts.  

This is something we often miss.  We forget to put in the breakpoints.”  Another self-help book 

I’ve heard about uses the metaphor of “increasing the margins.”  None of us like to look at a 

page where the words run from top to bottom, side to side.  We need the margins to make sense 

of what’s in the middle; we need the margins to digest the content.  “Increase your margins in 

your life,” this book encourages.   

And so many of us need to do that: to increase the margins, put breaks in the cement, 

interrupt our work with prayer, let the muddy waters of our minds be still long enough that 

there’s some clarity.  And Scripture says: Remember the sabbath day, and keep it holy.  For six 

days you shall labor and do all your work.  But the seventh day is a sabbath to the Lord your 

God; you shall not do any work….  For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea and 

all that is in them, but rested the seventh day.   

Sabbath is about rest; it’s about honoring the natural rhythms of this world and of our 

bodies; it’s about acknowledging our place in this world and the fact that if we take a wee little 

break the world probably won’t stop turning.  God took a break, and it worked out okay.   



That is all true and good and important and faithful – and it’s also woefully incomplete.  

But it’s also a lot easier to swallow than the rest of the story which feels uncomfortably like it’s 

implicating us.  The rest of the story began a long time ago with Pharaoh and Moses.  This is 

after the plagues have convinced Pharaoh to let the Israelite slaves go, after Pharaoh changes his 

mind and tries to get them back chasing them into the Red Sea, after Moses leads them safely 

through the Red Sea and out of slavery.  And here they are at Mt. Sinai.  They know the master 

they served before has been left behind, they know that they will now serve this God of the 

Exodus, but they’re not really sure what this regime change is all about.  So, Moses heads up the 

mountain to talk to God.   

God is about to give Moses the Ten Commandments, but before that happens, God says: 

Do you remember what it was like living in Pharaoh’s Egypt?  It was a reminder, says the Old 

Testament scholar Walter Brueggemann, of the exploitative policies that turned them into slaves, 

laboring day in and day out to make bricks, to meet their brick-making quota, so that barns could 

be built to store other people’s wealth.  Egypt’s socioeconomic world was organized like a 

pyramid, with a work-force producing wealth, all of which flowed upward to the power elite, and 

eventually to Pharaoh, who sat atop that pyramid.  For all his wealth and power, Pharaoh’s world 

was permeated by anxiety; he had dreams about scarcity, about not having enough, that only 

ratcheted up his expectations on those at the bottom of the pyramid.  That caused him to want 

more barns to store more wealth, so he needed more bricks, so they needed to work longer and 

harder.  Remember that? God asks.1   

 God then gives the 10 Commandments – here’s how things are going to go under my 

regime, God says – and in what must have been a head-scratching moment for the Israelites, God 

spends the bulk of the commandments talking not about staying away from idols or other 

people’s wives but about not working.  Remember they just came out of slavery; stopping work 

wasn’t a thing.  And God says, We’re not going to do it that way anymore.  We’re going to treat 

people the way you wish you had been treated in Egypt.  The major calculation isn’t going to be 

about fearing scarcity or amassing wealth.  The major calculation is about how you treat your 

neighbor.     

 Before we continue, you may be wondering why there are two versions of the 10 

Commandments, and the answer is the same as for why there are four Gospels telling the story of 

Jesus’ life and the same as to why there are differences in your story and your sister’s story about 

the thing that happened that one time when you were on vacation with your mom.  You have 

different axes to grind, different points to make.  One set of commandments – and the two sets 

differ only on why we remember the sabbath, everything else is the same – one set makes the 

point that we rest because God rested; the other set says we rest because there was a time when 

we couldn’t, when the economic system of the world didn’t allow it, because we don’t ever want 

to be on the other side of treating people the way Pharaoh treated the Israelites. 

 But that’s the uncomfortable part.  Because we often are.  It’s so much easier to point the 

finger at the 1% and say it’s all their fault, but each of us play a part.  Some of it is personal sin.  

Some of it is collective sin.  For instance, we are still the only industrialized country that does 

not guarantee paid vacation time.  How many people can’t afford to rest?  Our policies show we 

know a thing or two about Pharaoh’s fear  - about his fear of lost profits if work is to stop.  The 

absence of guaranteed paid sick time is another tragedy of our system.  We have created a world 

                                                           
1 Background on the “sabbath as resistance” comes from: Walter Brueggemann’s interview on the Crackers and 
Grape Juice podcast, Sabbath as Resistance by Walter Brueggemann and Sabbath by Wayne Muller. 



where many people can’t afford to get sick.  Millennials with oppressive student loan debt are 

working side-hustles, not to get ahead, but to stay afloat.   

 Practicing Sabbath, remembering Sabbath isn’t about reinstating blue laws that closed 

stores on Sunday and prevented the sale of liquor to give the appearance of faithfulness.  Nor is it 

simply about taking a day of rest.  Sabbath is about imagining and practicing the economy 

differently.  About opting out of Pharaoh’s rules of how this all works and about making the 

well-being of our neighbors the major player in this calculation.   

 Maybe you’ve seen the book that came out in January titled Maid with a pair of yellow, 

rubber gloves on the cover.  I received the book right before going on vacation, so I mindlessly 

packed it for the trip.  It’s a trip where I met some friends.  One of them had points that earned us 

a free stay at the Ritz Carlton.  If you want to feel like a heel and a hypocrite, I suggest reading a 

book on income inequality at the Ritz Carlton.  The book is a memoir by Stephanie Land, who 

was a single mother trying to make ends meet by cleaning people’s homes.  It’s a fascinating 

read for many reasons, but what was so startling to me – and it shouldn’t have been – was how 

many of her clients ignored her, pretended she didn’t exist.  So often she would clean their toilets 

and dust their family photos for years without ever actually meeting them.  They were scarce 

when she was around, relating only to the owners of the business.  The instances when people 

treated her kindly, humanely were so infrequent that she could recount each of them individually.  

Those few people who would actually make eye contact with her, the few who had taken the 

time to learn that she had a daughter and then ask about her. The few who say “thank you.”  It 

was far more common to have people cancel at the last minute because the time was no longer 

convenient for them – No matter that Stephanie was counting on the income.   

Other people weren’t created for your convenience, the Sabbath says.  This Sabbath day, 

why don’t we take some time to rest and remember that?  Amen. 


